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SANUR ART VILLAS
Sanur Art Villas, located minutes away from the buzz of the main street of Sanur
Beach, creates the environment for you to rediscover the meaning of harmony.

“ Everything that is made beautiful and fair and
lovely is made for the eye of one who sees ”
~ Rumi ~

Designed with HARMONY in mind. Our rooms are designed to transport you into
an environment of harmony and comforts. Cocoon in the privacy of our uniquely
designed rooms to take your mind off the day-to-day hassle of your life and let
your mind and body into a state of relaxation.
You could indulge yourself with the artworks of young Indonesian artists while
taking a morning walk down the gallery road. You could enjoy the sunset sipping
a cup of aromatic Balinese coffee at our rooftop cafe.
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ROOMS
Sanur Art Villas seamlessly blends the four elements
of nature (air, water, earth, and fire) with contemporary
artworks and green landscape to offer you with
foremost artsy and serene atmosphere that promotes
a state of BALANCE between mind and body.

LOCATION
Located in the southeast of the island of Bali, about 30 minutes drive from
Ngurah Rai International Airport. Sanur is a seaside town with long stretch of
beach with shallow water. Despite the abundance of restaurants, cafes and
shops, it has a quiet and relaxed feel to it.
The name of Sanur came from “Saha” and “Nuhur” which can be translated as
“the spirit to visit one place” and it truly represents how Sanur has attracted
so many people coming to appreciate its beauty. Interaction between art,
culture and traditional spirituality is particular strong here.
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The Villas
Our villas are distinctively designed with
the elements of nature and Balinese
to offer you with the most tranquil
environment. Every villa has its own
pool, areas for connections, and rooms
for seclusion. Each villa is named with
the spirit of Sanur while maintaining its
unique character.

Elemental Residence

Villa

“Like all great
travelers, I have
seen more than
I remember,
and remember
more than
I have seen.”

Anila

~ Benjamin Disraeli ~

Anila came from Sanskrit

whether as an ocean breeze

name. Translated as “wind”

or simply the substance we

or “air”, it reflects how

breathe.

the element flow in grace

Villa

“Travel makes one
modest, you see
what a tiny place
you occupy in the
world.”

Usmaya

~ Gustave Flaubert ~

USMAYA (in Sanskrit)

advantages of colours and

means “to steam”.

decorations to reflect the

Based the secondary

seconds when water is

element of nature -

converted into vapour.

steam, the designer takes

“The real voyage of
discovery consists
not in seeking new
landscapes, but in
having new eyes.”

Villa

~ Marcel Proust ~

Prusva

PRUSVA (in Sanskrit) means
“ice”. Based the secondary
element of nature - ice, the
designer decorated Villa
PRUSVA with Cyan and

White paints and furniture
to create the freshness and
coolness of clean water
from melting glacier.

Villa

“ In rivers, the water
that you touch is
the last of what has
passed and the first
of that which comes;
so with present time “
~ Leonardo da Vinci ~

Amaritta

AMARITTA is adapted from
the Hindi word - Amrita
which means “anyone who
drinks this holy water will
never die”.
Villa AMARITTA uses the
water element of nature.

The space uses Blue and
White to let you cleanse
your mind and body in the
holy water just as the water
used by humans to be part
of ritual or spiritual journey.

Villa

“ Logic will
get you
from A to B.
Imagination
will take you
everywhere “

Agadya

~ Albert Einstein ~

AGADYA (in Sanskrit) means

heavily decorated in Brown

“to heal”.

to allow you the feeling of

Since ancient time mud is

submerging in a pool of

believed to have healing

healing mud.

power. Villa AGADYA is

“ Great things are
done by a series
of small things
brought together “

Villa

~ Vincent Van Gogh ~

Sahana

SAHANA (in Sanskrit)

designed based on steel to

means “powerful, strong”.

provide a more masculine

Villa SAHANA is

feel of strength.

Villa

“ When I admire
the wonders of a
sunset or the beauty
of the moon, my
soul expands in
the worship of the
creator ”
~ Mahatma Gandhi ~

Jiva

JIVA in Hinduism is a living

Villa JIVA is surrounded with

being or any entity imbued

essence of LIFE such as new

with a life force.

born, happiness, and love.

Villa

“ My soul
can find
no staircase
to Heaven
unless it be
through Earth’s
loveliness “

Nikhita

~ Michelangelo ~

NIKITHA is adapted from

element of earth. It makes us

Sanskrit word - NIDAGHA

feel welcomed with its earthy

which means warmth.

tone and provides an ease of

Villa NIKITA uses the

mind.

Villa

“One’s
destination is
never a place,
but a new
way of seeing
things.”

Vicitra

~ Henry Miller ~

VICITRA (in Sanskrit) means

Villa VICITRA is decorated

“diverse”. Based on the

with elements of vibrant and

characteristic of Magma,

heat, and earthy tone.

Villa

“A journey is
like marriage.
The certain
way
to be wrong is
to think you
control it.”

Damina

~John Steinbeck~

DAMINA is adapted from

the space is decorated

Sanskrit word - SAUDAMINYA

with bright elements to

which means “lightning”.

bring you into the sense of

Just like the villa’s name,

brightness.

Villa

“ Action is
the
foundational
key to all
success “

Kama

~ Pablo Picasso ~

KAMA (in Sanskrit) means

Decorated with elements

“desire”. Villa KAMA uses

of red and fire, Villa KAMA

the element of nature -

offers a sense of passion

fire as its design concept.

and energy.

“ Let the beauty of
what you love be
what you do. “

Villa

~ Rumi ~

Pavana

PAVANA (in Sanskrit)
means “purification”.
Used in ritual since a
long time ago, smoke is

believed to have the power
to purify the evil. Villa
PAVANA offers a ritual of
cleansing and purification.

Villa

“ Love is
composed of
a single soul
inhabiting two
bodies “

Anantha

~ Aristotle ~

ANANTHA is adapted from

unlimited. Decorated with

Sanskrit word - ANAVADI

White and Mirror, Villa

which means “unlimited”.

ANANTHA let you immerse

Villa ANANTHA uses the

in the possibility of

concept of void to portrait

boundless and infinity.

This two story’s building located at the main area of
the complex, consist of 6 bedrooms studios with large
bedrooms, all are en suit with bathrooms, and has very
suitable shared swimming pool, restaurant and office.

STUDIO

“All journeys have
secret destinations
of which the
traveller is
unaware.”
~ Martin Buber ~

Should you need more information please contact our office below:
SANUR ART VILLAS
Address : Jl. Tambak Sari IV No.5A
Sanur - Bali, Indonesia
Phone		 : +62-361-449-0719
Fax		 : +62-361-449-0720
Email		 : info @s anurar tvillas.co m
Bali Hospitality PTE Ltd (Singapore)
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